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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

Crest Audio® Levels Up with New CPL+™ Series of 
Hybrid Loudspeakers 

MERIDIAN, MS  — Peavey Commercial Audio® introduces the new Crest Audio CPL+™ Series of loudspeakers. Ranging 
from a single 5-inch coaxial to 15-inch loudspeaker systems, the 14 models complement each other in any 
combination to serve the needs of the venue and the artist.  Crest denotes the CPL+ series as “Hybrid”, meaning the 
enclosures are equally suitable for public address, music playback and/or live performance requirements in 
permanent and live sound applications. 

The CPL+ Series includes as follows: two 2-way coax speakers (CPL 5C+, 25C+); six full-range 2-way speakers (CPL 6+, 
26+, 8+, 10+, 12+, and 15+); two columns (CPL 4L+, 8L+); two coax wedges (CPL 12CM+, 15CM+); and two subwoofers 
(CPL 265B+, 15B+). 

Each unit houses premium speaker components in rugged plywood construction built to stand the test of time. 

Some notable features of the CPL+ Series include: 

• Neodymium high-frequency drivers and woofers on select models 
• Rotatable horns on select two-way passive speaker models 
• Loop-through connectivity 
• Tweeter protection on all full-range models 
• Dual 4-pin twist-lock connectors plus 4-pin Euroblock connectors (with the exception of wedge models that 

offer three 4-pin twist locks) 

Designed to be attractive yet discreet, the unobtrusive, flyable enclosures of the CPL+ Series are coated in either a 
black or white polyurea paint finish.  A wide variety of mounting and flying options are available, including multiple 
eyebolt flying points, U-brackets, Versamount™, special wall mounts, and pole mount adapters. 

Offering unique focused coverage patterns and aesthetic designs in a range of size and power ratings, the CPL+ Series 
of hybrid loudspeakers are ideal for a variety of settings, from classrooms and meeting facilities, to banquet halls and 
restaurants/clubs/bars.  They’re also excellent solutions for wherever spoken-word intelligibility is absolutely 
essential, including courtrooms, houses of worship, auditoriums and more. 

Get a closer look at the CPL+ Series of hybrid loudspeakers and size up the right solution at 
www.peaveycommercialaudio.com  

http://www.peaveycommercialaudio.com/
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About Peavey® Commercial Audio 
Founded in 1965, Peavey® is one of the world's largest manufacturers and suppliers of musical instruments and 
professional sound equipment. Peavey has earned more than 180 patents and distributes to more than 130 
countries. Peavey and its MediaMatrix®, Architectural Acoustics®, Crest Audio®, Composite Acoustics® and Trace 
Elliot® brands and affiliates can be found on concert stages and in airports, stadiums, theme parks and other venues 
around the world. To find out more, visit www.peavey.com. 
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